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Nemesis (Vintage International): 

1 of 1 review helpful Jo Nesbo books truly fit the page turner description Character development Plot societal view all 
great By Ettz I have read the series in order and just finished Nemisis All of them have been great reads The 
beginnings have a lot of detail but soonthe pieces fall together and the twists and turns of the story start and continue 
to the end All this time we are learning more Set in a Newark neighborhood during a terrifying polio outbreak 
Nemesis is a wrenching examination of the forces of circumstance on our lives nbsp Bucky Cantor is a vigorous 
dutiful twenty three year old playground director during the summer of 1944 A javelin thrower and weightlifter he is 
disappointed with himself because his weak eyes have excluded him from serving in the war alongside his 
contemporaries As the devastating disease begins to From Publishers Weekly Roth continues his string of small anti 
ndash Horatio Alger novels The Humbling etc with this underwhelming account of Bucky Cantor the young 
playground director of the Chancellor Avenue playground in 1944 Newark When a polio outbre 
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